ABSTRACT. This paper aims at demonstrating that weak communication (overt and covert) can have an important influence on the choice, specification and interpretation of ideological metaphors in advertising.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional studies have often presented figurative language as language used for distortion, disguise and concealment. Locke (1961 : 105, quoted in Goatly 1997 , for example, denounced figurative language as follows: "all artificial and figurative application of words eloquence hath invented, are for nothing else but to insinuate wrong ideas, move the passions, and thereby mislead the judgement, and so indeed are perfect cheat". Due to this distortion it is not strange that for centuries persuaders have used figurative language to maximise their persuasive effect on the audience. Metaphors, for instance, naturally involve a distortion and thus a disguise, a distraction from the immediate impression of the real object (cf. Goatly 1997: 160) . They are used to compare things that are apparently different yet have something in common, thus helping the audience to escape their previous way of seeing by looking at something from a different angle (cf. Borchers 2005: 189) . Moreover, beyond this epistemological and ontological perspective of metaphors as disguising language we need to concentrate on its ideological side. Indeed the impossibility of non-analogical reasoning brings us face to face with the relation between ideology and metaphor. Metaphors are not a mere reflection of a preexisting objective reality but a construction of reality. Hence they can be used to construct reality as a means of maintaining or challenging power relations in society (Goatly 1997: 155) . Therefore all metaphors seem to be ideological in origin. As Goatly (1997: 157) argues "probably all metaphors express an ideological substratum of which we are normally unaware". Consequently the choice of metaphors can have both far-reaching cognitive as well as ideological consequences (Goatly 1997: 79) . Researchers contend that the presence of metaphor when used for disguise and concealment, especially to prevaricate or avoid responsibility for what one says in influential types of discourse (e.g. political, religion, advertising, etc.) can be an indicator of the so-called "covert communication". In her book Advertising Language: A Pragmatic Approach to Advertisements in Britain and Japan (1994) Tanaka shows how metaphor can be used for covert communication, to make indirect claims for which the advertiser can later avoid responsibility.
Nowadays ideological metaphors are both highly pervasive and latent in advertising. If, as we have seen, metaphors may disguise, mislead and misrepresent, even to a greater extent than ordinary language and, as we will see, they demand a higher level of processing than ordinary language one may wonder why advertisers engage in strategies such as covert metaphors to state controversial claims rather than avoiding them. Therefore a question is raised over the need for covertness in advertising and advertising metaphors in the first place. Indeed recent advertising literature from cognitive and social psychology as well as audience reception studies argue that advertising effects are nowadays subtle and strategies are largely transparent (Bogart 1990; Jones 1997 Jones , 1999 de Chenecey 2000; Sutherland and Sylvester 2000; Sutherland 2001; Crook 2004 ). Yet, even if we accept, as argued by these studies, that nowadays advertising covertness is sparingly used, the question is: "why is still in use?". The answer to this question may well be found in the workings of today mediated advertising persuasion.
Advertising persuasion is vastly different today than it has been for centuries. Media and other forms of technology have altered individuals and cultures and, consequently, the ways we produce and receive persuasive communication. On the one hand, persuasion today is audience-oriented. The addresser (or persuader) does not necessarily have an authoritative position and uses language strategies and visual images to suggest meaning to an audience, but the audience, using its own attitudes and reasoning skills, constructs its own meaning. On the other hand, in today world of mediated persuasion much is left unsaid. As a result, a persuader's argument usually relies less on data and reasoning and more on emotive claims he or she advances (Borchers 2005: 5-6; 22) . Persuasion therefore is characterised in advertising by "gentle, mental biasing" rather than "heavy-weight persuasion" (Sutherland and Sylvester 2000: 8) traditionally associated with "double-glazing salesmen" (Tanaka 1999: 39) . This means that traditional "hard-sell strategies" (Kwanka 1993 ) such as, for example, the use of verbal imperatives (i.e. Buy X. Go and get X right away, etc.) are generally avoided or at least suppressed in the more sophisticated kinds of consumer advertising today. Possibilities for this change include the use of innovative verbal and non-verbal rhetorical figures, which are probably felt to be less aggressive and may be regarded as a transition from hard-selling to soft-selling strategies. In nowadays advertising images containing rhetorical figures may be sufficient to evoke the desire and even stimulate the action that leads to the advertised product or service acquisition and consumption. In some cases the conceptual link of these figures, mostly metaphors and metonymies, is not explicitly expressed at all, but it is to be regarded as an underlying, but nevertheless, conceptual component of the advert -the "missing conceptual link" (Ungerer 2000: 324) .
Therefore if, for the time being, we accept "covertness" and probably "weak overt communication" as prevailing features in the modern advertising discourse, we can now proceed to investigate how both examples of weak communication might help to explain the effectiveness, and sometimes the failure, of a particular type of ideologically-loaded figure in advertising: gender metaphors. The discussion will begin in section 2, by tackling the role of covert communication in advertising. In section 3 we will focus on advertising gender metaphors, illustrating their presence in a sample of 1142 commercial adverts taken from British Cosmopolitan, published between January 1999 and March 2000. Next, in section 4 we will tackle "overtnesscovertness" in the advertising gender metaphors in our sample. In considering this we will assess the "conventional-innovative scale of metaphors" as a determining factor for covertness in advertising gender metaphors. We will then quantify the cases of conventional and innovative examples of the gender metaphors included in our sample, look at their correspondence with covert and overt communicated advertising gender metaphors and examine their discrimination against men and women. Finally, in section 5, we will draw together the various issues raised in the course of this paper, offering an overall conclusion.
COVERT COMMUNICATION IN ADVERTISING DISCOURSE
The notion of covert communication is not uncontroversial. It seems to be incompatible or even oxymoronic with a view of communication (cf. Crook 2004: 721) . As Sperber and Wilson (1995: 30) level of trust 5 and social cooperation between advertisers and their audience. The advertiser's task is to make the audience believe something about a product without her (i.e. the addressee) distrusting him (Tanaka 1999: 40) . This leads to a variety of strategies on the part of the advertiser. Covert communication is one of these (Tanaka 1999: 40) . According to Tanaka (1999: 43) the advertiser engages in covert communication for two main purposes: (1) to try to make the addressee forget that the advertiser is trying to sell her something and (2) to avoid taking responsibility for the social consequences to certain implications arising from advertisements. Regarding the first purpose when advertisers use covert communication the audience "may have a feeling of solidarity with the advertiser for being daring, interesting, or 'in the know' […]". (Tanaka 1999: 58) . Concerning the second purpose, when the advertiser modifies the mutual cognitive environment of the addressee with regard to certain concepts such as "sex" or "snobbery" he wishes to gain advantage from associating his product with enhanced sexual performance, but at the same time does not want to be held responsible for having done so. The advertiser hopes that the audience will be responsible to recover these assumptions on their own responsibility.
In short, Tanaka (1999: 58) argues "covert communication, if and when it works allows the advertiser to have his cake and eat it". In our view, its use in advertising corresponds to two concrete reasons: (1) to meet the first two criteria of the AIDA formula and (2) to improve social relations with the audience (Tanaka 1999: 62) . In this sense, we claim first that covert communication strategies serve both as attention-grabbing and interest-raising devices, because of its puzzling, amusing and entertaining nature, thus satisfying the first two steps of the well-known AIDA formula (Attention-Interest-Desire-Action), which is not only recommended in practical guidelines for advertising copywriters, but also used in the pragmatic interpretation of adverts (Vestergaard and Schrøder 1985; cf. Ungerer 2000: 304) ; and second as a social enhancer, strengthening the social bond between the advertiser and the consumer, enhancing the credibility of the persuader while leading to an attitude change in the audience. The advertiser, on the one hand, wishes to use problematic areas of particular sensitivity (i.e. sex, gender, etc.) as a means of cultivating intimacy, escape any responsibility for doing so and avoid negative social reactions emanating from the public. The hearer, on the other hand, can benefit from becoming more involved in the process of communication, 5. Crook (2004: 726) , in his refinement of Tanaka's notion of covert communication in advertising, argues that trust in advertising is not a black and white situation. Where claims are cognitively consistent with the audience's beliefs, trust is less important; where claims risk consistency, and therefore disbelief, trust is more important. He prefers the notion of "scepticism" when referring to the way advertisers address an audience in today advertising. receiving a reasonable pay-off for his/her efforts at interpretation in terms of the number of contextual effects produced, and can eventually accept or reject the advertiser's message.
ADVERTISING GENDER METAPHORS
Rhetorical figures have traditionally been considered aesthetic devices found exclusively in literary language. However, it is clear that its use is not limited to literature as they are also found in other fields. Advertising is no exception to this. Indeed, figures of speech are widely employed in the discourse of advertising. Advertisers tend to present the positive aspects of the object to customers in the hope of selling it to them. This can be done rather explicitly by verbalizing how good, exquisite, etc. the advertised object is for the customer. Yet, as we saw in the introduction, sophisticated advertising prefers more indirect strategies, and perhaps the most important one among them is to establish a metaphorical link with a domain conventionally representing the desired quality (Ungerer 2000: 325) .
Apart from the aesthetic value traditionally attached to advertising metaphors recent research has contributed new interesting insights into the discursive, cognitive and pragmatic role played by them (Deighton 1985; Durand 1987; Howard 1990; Forceville 1991 Forceville , 1994 Forceville , 1996 Forceville , 1999 Forceville , 2000 Forceville , 2002 McQuarrie and Mick 1992 , 2003 Dingena 1994; Leigh 1994; Scott 1994; Zaltman and Coulter 1995; Velasco Sacristán 1999 , 2003 Indeed from a discursive, cognitive and pragmatic point of view the role of metaphors in advertising can hardly be underestimated. On the one hand, the conceptualisation of the advertised item or service is usually expressed by either verbal or non-verbal instantiations of conceptual metaphors that act as a "link between the domain of the advertised item and other domains" (Ungerer 2000: 321) . On the other hand, advertisers produce metaphorical utterances to invite their audience to process the utterance. In doing so, the audience is made to see resemblances between the promoted product or service and the object or property featured in the metaphor. However, the audience takes part of the responsibility in deriving further assumptions about the object which it associates with the product or service (Tanaka 1999: 90) .
Taking this discursive cognitive-pragmatic account of advertising metaphors as a starting point for reflection we assume here the following basic ideas on advertising gender metaphors: (i) advertising gender metaphors have verbal, non-verbal, or multimodal realisations in discourse; (ii) advertising gender metaphors are ideological metaphors in which the conceptual mapping(s) that is (are) projected from the source to the target domain may create and/or reflect some kind of discrimination against men or women; and (iii) advertising gender metaphors have the potential to give rise to sexist interpretations that are often covertly or weakly overt communicated (Velasco Sacristán 2003 .
First, regarding the discursive realisation of advertising gender metaphors we have considered the fact that the source and target need not necessarily manifest themselves in the same medium and/or code. This is important, for it means that a metaphorical domain (whether a source or a target) can, in principle, occur in a wide variety of modes, as long as the following conditions are fulfilled: (1) it is accessible to at least one of the senses; (2) it is conceptualisable as a metaphorical domain to be construed as a source or target (this also entails, of course, that it must be linkable with its complementary domain -either source or target); (3) the domain to be construed as a source evokes orientations that can be mapped onto the target in a relevant manner (Forceville 2002: 217) . If this is accepted, three general categories of metaphors realisations can be identified for advertising metaphors: verbal, pictorial 6 and multimodal (Forceville 1996 (Forceville , 2002 , which can accommodate even more specific subtypes: pictorioverbal, verbopictorial, etc. Second, concerning advertising gender metaphors as ideological metaphors we have born in mind that ideological metaphors conceal underlying social processes and determine interpretation. With them metaphor producers take advantage of the mapping process to make sure that not only ideational meanings are mapped onto the target domain but also to introduce different interpersonal attachments that can create and/or reflect some kind of discrimination against men and/or women. They are typical examples of asymmetrical metaphors that are not intended as metaphor by the speaker but interpreted as such by the hearer, or, conversely, not intended as metaphors by the speaker but interpreted as such by the hearer (Goatly 1997: 127) . Third, advertising gender metaphors as communicative devices have correspondences that can give rise to sexist interpretations. They are used by advertisers to introduce a value system on gender that often activates and imposes negative "sexist" values by means of covert and weak overt communicated assumptions. In doing so the advertiser 6. Although the very idea of a pictorial metaphor is controversial (Forceville 1996; Cabe 1999) we argue for the idea that there are pictorial metaphors. Although pictures do not possess propositional content, as utterances do, it is obvious that pictures, like verbal utterances, are made by agents and in this sense in the case of a pictorial metaphor, the artist succeeds in getting his or her audience to appreciate some point or to think about one thing by means of presenting a picture that is about something utterly different" (McGuire 1999: 299) . We therefore conclude that metaphorical processes can and do play a role in advertising images of various kinds. They produce the cognitive effect of inviting the viewers to see a link between depicted entities of various kinds, and the latter is to be understood in terms of the former (Forceville 1996; cf. Velasco Sacristán 2005: 248) .
does not leave the interpretation process unattended thus retaining a degree of control over the audience's interpretation while shifting responsibility for that interpretation away from him/her and towards the audience. There may also be variation in awareness of the use of the conscious processes involved in encoding some advertising gender metaphors as compared with other cases. In those cases of covertly communicated advertising gender metaphors it is likely that the metaphor producer may or may not wish the metaphor receiver to be aware that there is a covert activation and imposition of negative "sexist" values (nor indeed may he or she be aware of this himself or herself). However, as Forceville (1996: 65ff) argues, if metaphors are regularly used in advertising, as he demonstrates, then it should be the case that these usages are highly intentional.
In the discourse of English advertising there are three different types of gender metaphors that are located at different points of the "universality-culture specificity continuum" of advertising gender metaphors: "cases of metaphorical gender", "universal gender metaphors" and "cultural gender metaphors". These types, rather than appearing in isolation in single ads, very often co-occur, giving rise to a complex network of gender relations within numerous ads (cf. Velasco Sacristán 2003, Velasco Sacristán 2005).
CASES OF METAPHORICAL GENDER
On one end of the "universality-culture specificity continuum" there are cases of metaphorical gender, which are the most culturally-specific type of gender metaphor. In English, instances of metaphorical gender take place when an animate object is the grammatical subject of a verbal or mental process. This can have a verbal realisation 7 (only in languages with a semantic gender), a pictorial realisation (in any language), or a multimodal realisation (verbopictorially or pictorioverbally).
Advertisers extend the metaphorical gender to develop the so-called "commoditisation process" (Borchers 2005: 27) or "theory of the metaphorical commodification" (Sánchez Corral 1991 that is used to personify the promoted product or service. In this metaphor the nonhuman entity of a commodity is understood in terms of a person (often the consumer) and the different human features, motivations and activities related to this person, giving rise to the metaphor "The commodity is the consumer", which is indeed an example of the ontological metaphor "items to sell are people" (Kövecses 2002: 59) that evokes in the reader the same attitudes and feelings that they have in connection with a person, 7. This concrete instantiation of the metaphorical gender in advertising English has traditionally been considered as an illustration of Halliday's grammatical metaphor (Talbot 1992 ). Yet, in our view, it can be a more complex type of metaphor as it often goes beyond the limits of grammar, being reinforced in the discourse of advertising by visuals.
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consumer who is often constrained by a part-for-whole metonymy (i.e. "sex" for "person") that is related to the commodity by yet another metonymic experience (i.e. getting commodities as a result of buying them as consumers). Usually the verbal pronouns and/or context provide us with sufficient cues to decide which construal is appropriate. In the following advert for "Eva Lingerie" (Plate 1), we can see the metaphor "The advertised lingerie (commodity) is a woman (consumer)":
. The advertised lingerie (commodity) is a woman (consumer)
The ad promotes "a collection of luxury lingerie with exquisite lace detailing and microfibre". For that purpose it features in a sexy young woman wearing the advertised product and the slogan "Exquisite… isn't she?". The use of "she" here seems to point to the lingerie to convey definitional attributes of a person (i.e. personal name, etc.) and the associate attributes of "womanhood" (i.e. sexiness, exquisiteness, etc.).
In summary, advertisers use cases of metaphorical gender to develop the socalled "metaphorical personification of the commodity" (Sánchez Corral 1991 or "commoditisation process" (Borchers 2005: 27) that adds value to the advertised commodity by transferring to it human attributes and behavioural actions. This pervasive personifying tendency of ads may be, on the one hand, a tool for synthetic personalisation -addressing a mass audience as though talking to them intimately as individuals (Fairclough 1989: 217ff) and, on the other hand, a representation for the ideology of consumer capitalism (Dyer 1984: 77-84 ) as we exchange real political power for purchasing power, and products become powerful and considerate agents which remove our problems (Goatly 1997: 303) . Personification thus builds user-friendliness or helpfulness.
UNIVERSAL GENDER METAPHORS
Much metaphorical thinking arises from recurring patterns of embodied experience that are universal or at least shared across many cultures (Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Lakoff and Kövecses 1987; Kövecses 1990 Kövecses , 1999 Kövecses , 2002 . In this sense metaphors are regarded as part of people's internal mental representations. The embodied nature of metaphorical thought and language use generally assumes that people create embodied metaphorical representations from their phenomenological experiences of their body and their sensorimotor interactions with the physical world. People's metaphorical understanding of certain abstract concepts (i.e. emotions, power, etc.) are intimately tied to image schemas that partly arise from recurring bodily experiences (Gibbs 1999: 151) . Image schemas are prelinguistic cognitive structures (e.g. "container", "part-whole", "front-back", "up-down", "source-path-goal", "link", "centre-periphery"), often found as structural patterns used as source domains for numerous metaphors (Lakoff and Turner 1989; Lakoff 1993 ) giving rise to the socalled "image schema metaphors" (Kövecses 2002: 36) .
Image schemas are extremely productive in terms of social structuration. They therefore play a very important role in our understanding of the power of discourse and social institutions. Indeed the kinaesthetic image schemas of "compulsion" (a force which travels along a trajectory at a certain speed and moves or carries an object or person along in its path), "blockage" (a force vector encountering a barrier and then taking any number of possible directions) and "containment" (an elaboration of the blockage schema wherein the blockage is continuous so as to separate "inside" from "outside") ( Johnson 1987) In advertising spatial metaphors based on image schemas are commonly used to convey power and to construct gendered spaces. In the 70's and 80's femininity and feminine spaces were constructed through submission with a decrease on the size of the territory controlled. Nowadays, there have been changes in the level of content (i.e. more men in kitchens or holding babies, more women in business suits) while image schemas have been largely unchanged (Umiker-Sebeok 1996) . This seems to prove that the use of image schemas in advertising is, largely due to our awareness, more difficult to alter than content (Umiker-Sebeok 1996) .
Furthermore, in the discourse of advertising metaphors sustained in image schemas give rise to correlated non-spatial inferences that help to construct asymmetrical relations on the basis of the axiological value that underlies image schemas (Krzeszowski 1990 (Krzeszowski , 1993 . In the schema "up-down", for instance "up" is related to power, control, goodness and "down" to powerlessness, submission, badness (cf. Krzeszowski 1990 Krzeszowski , 1993 Cortés de los Ríos 2001) . It has been pointed out that various spatial image schemas are bipolar and bivalent. Thus, "whole", "centre", "link", "balance", "in", "goal", "front" are mostly regarded as positive while their opposite, "not whole", "periphery", "no link", "imbalance", "out", "no goal", and "back" are negative (Kövecses 2002: 35) .
In advertising metaphors based on different image schemas are often used to display men/women as powerful people (at the front of the page, usually on the right hand side, etc.) triggering the spatial discrimination of men or women. Universal gender metaphors may be defined as those metaphors based on kinaesthetic image schemas, especially those of Compulsion, Blockage and Containment, used to locate men or women in the sociocultural, political and economic setting, hence discriminating against one sex or the other. They are, all in all, useful to polarise the world (as portrayed in the ad) as "the male versus the female".
A typical example of this type of gender metaphor in advertising is "A man/ woman is a primary person" mostly based on the binary schemas of "up-down", "front-back", "first-second", and "big-small". The advert for "ZM magazine" (Plate 2) contains a typical manifestation of one case of the above conceptual metaphor: "A man is a primary person".
This double-page advert reserves the left page for the headline "you deserve better sex" and the right page for a representation of the advertised magazine's front page together with the slogan Give him ZM. Feel him better. The picture of the left page portrays a young man and a young sexy woman. The woman, who is at the back, sitting with her legs crossed and her features blurred, is only wearing an unbuttoned shirt and black lingerie. This naturalness of the "first/front" to "second/ behind" mapping follows the same general cognitive constraints previously introduced with respect to the use of kinaesthetic image schemas to construct powered and gendered spaces in advertising.
All in all, advertising universal gender metaphors are denigratory insofar as they are based on image schemas that are largely and probably "covertly" beyond our awareness, more difficult to alter than other content-based denigratory devices, and reinforced by the axiological value typically attached to image schemas. The three directional binary level of "right-left", "above-below" and "front-behind" seems to be of most salience in the metaphorical conceptualisation of advertising universal metaphors (cf. Umiker-Sebeok 1996; Velasco Sacristán 2003).
CULTURAL GENDER METAPHORS
One of the problems with the idea that conceptual metaphors are determined by our preconceptual experiences is that the use of discriminatory metaphors might then be explained -and perhaps even excused -by our physical limitations. This is the reason why some authors have turned away from a search for universal metaphors and have instead begun to stress the cultural dimension of metaphor (Holland and Quinn 1987; King 1989; Quinn 1991; Emanatian 1995 Emanatian , 1999 Matsuki 1995; Yu 1995) .
According to Quinn (1991) , conceptual metaphors follow from cultural models that are already in place. These cultural models are defined by Holland and Quinn (1987: 4) as follows: "presupposed, taken-for-granted models of the world that Plate 2. A man is a primary person are widely shared by the members of a society […]". Since metaphors create a link between cognitive models, we can define cultural gender metaphors as those metaphors that rest on asymmetrical cultural practices (e.g. androcentrism, patriarchy, etc.) primarily based on gender stereotypes 8 that result in discrimination against men or women (Velasco Sacristán 2003) . In general terms, cultural gender metaphors tend to understand human beings in terms of objects, animals, or stereotypical human features. Metaphors of the first two types (i.e., objects and animals) are explained in terms of the so-called "great chain metaphor", as proposed by Lakoff and Turner (1989: 170ff) . The GREAT CHAIN is a cultural model 9 defined by attributes and behaviour which typically apply to each form of being (humans, animals, plants, complex objects, and natural physical things) in a hierarchy. For example, animals are characterised by having instinctual attributes and behaviour (Lakoff and Turner 1989: 170-171) . The "great chain metaphor", as proposed by Lakoff and Turner, basically consists of a very abstract metaphor, THE GENERIC IS SPECIFIC metaphor, whose mappings are guided or motivated by two entrenched cultural models, namely, "the basic chain of being" and "the nature of things" (which are themselves combined into "the extended great chain"), and by the pragmatic maxim of quantity. There is no space here for a detailed exposition of each of these ingredients, but "the great chain metaphor" explains a large number of mappings in which lower-order forms of being and their attributes can be mapped onto the higher forms of being, and their usual behaviour or functioning are mapped onto human bodies and people, etc. (Barcelona Sánchez 1997: 36) .
We have so far characterised cultural gender metaphors as those sustained in gender stereotypes rooted in our cultural traditions. Their discrimination stems from the denigratory value of gender stereotypes. Figure 1 shows the scale of sexist denigration of gender stereotypes that underlies the above described "great chain metaphor".
In advertising English cultural gender metaphors discriminate when men or women are understood in terms of the lower elements described in the basic chain of being (i.e. animals and objects) or when men or women, although seen as human beings, are defined by stereotypical denigratory features. From low to high discrimination we find the following three subtypes of cultural gender metaphors: "A man/woman is a person (with stereotypical features)"; "A man/ woman is an animal (with stereotypical features); and "A man/woman is an object 8. A gender stereotype is a generalised and relatively fixed image of a person or person belonging to a particular group. This is formed by isolating and exaggerating certain features -physical, mental, cultural or occupational, personal and so on which seem to characterise the group (Pauwels 1998: 97) .
9. Yet some authors like Kövecses (2002: 126) think that the Great Chain Metaphor is a folk theory that can be found in many cultures and it may well be universal. addition, the fact that the lingerie advertised is useful, not only in its literal sense to dress a woman, but to enhance her sexual performance also appears to introduce discrimination against men. As suggested by both adverts, men become objects of passive consumption when women wear sexy lingerie. They can then be caught, like a fish, in a woman's net (G-string) and helped in getting full erections, thus also apparently suggesting that they need extra help there.
In short, cultural gender metaphors hinge upon stereotypical relations to create asymmetrical gender relations in different conceptual metaphors (mostly instances of the "great chain metaphor") that involve stereotypical denigratory references to human beings, animals or objects). The limiting and demeaning stereotypes that sustain these metaphors result in non gender-neutral metaphors that discriminate against one sex or the other.
CROSS-CATEGORISATION OF ADVERTISING GENDER METAPHORS
The above described gender metaphors rarely appear in isolation in advertising English. Very often metaphorical gender instances and universal gender metaphors Plate 3. A woman is a sexual object Plate 4. A woman is a sexual object take on a stereotypical background and some cultural gender metaphors contain discriminatory image schemas, giving rise to hybrid types of advertising gender metaphors (i.e. universal-cultural gender metaphors, etc.). In short, as illustrated above, there appears to be three different gradient levels of universality-specificity in advertising that go from the most universal type, an image schema metaphor (i.e. universal gender metaphors) to the most specific type, a personification (i.e. cases of metaphorical gender) with an intermediate type made up of examples of "the great chain metaphor" and a metonymy (i.e. cultural gender metaphors). This supports Gibbs' (1999) "distributed perspective", according to which the physical world is not separate from the cultural one in the important sense that what we see in the physical world is highly constrained by our cultural beliefs and values. It also proves that, as Cook (1992: 52) argues, there are three levels of specificity in the advertising environment of an ad: the cosmic world, the social world, and the sexual world of the commodity.
OVERTNESS-COVERTNESS IN ADVERTISING GENDER METAPHORS
In assessing the "covert-overt" scale of the advertising gender metaphors in our sample we have considered the criteria we introduced above (see section 3) to differentiate between overt and covert types of communication within a relevancetheoretic framework, namely, the distinction between informative intention and communicative intention, the audience's search for optimal relevance, and its interest in cost-effectiveness. We have assumed that covert gender metaphors are those in which the metaphor producer's informative intention is not given, there is no optimal relevance and the interpreter uses other stimuli to make the metaphor cognitively relevant and as a reward to compensate his/her processing effort in interpretation.
Before we present the number and percentage of overt and covert advertising gender metaphors in our sample, let us illustrate with two samples, one of an overt communicated gender metaphor and one of a covert communicated gender metaphor how these criteria were satisfied in our study (see Plates 5 and 6).
In the advert for "Wonderbra" (Plate 5) the image (a waist-up picture of the supermodel Adriana Karembeu modelling the product) and the slogan ("I can't cook, who cares?") in the centre of the ad, next to the advertised bra as if it were a quotation, invite the reader to understand and perceive the advertised bra not in its literal sense but in terms of a person (consumer) defined by her sex, a woman which is a typical example of the ontological metaphor "items to sell are people" which constitutes a case of metaphorical gender as described above (see Section 3). In this metaphor, "The advertised bra is a woman", the following features occurring in the same domain "a woman" could be mapped onto the target domain: 1a) a woman has a personal name 2a) a woman is elegant 3a) a woman is sexy.
Other features that could be listed for a "woman" on the basis of the content of the slogan are: 4a) a woman can speak 5a) a woman is related to a domestic setting/kitchen.
One or more of these features are mapped onto the domain of the "advertised bra". This matching process involves the foregrounding, adoption or modification of certain features in the target domain, we get something like: 1b) the advertised bra has a name (i.e. brand name) 2b) the advertised bra is elegant 3b) the advertised bra is sexy 4b) the advertised bra speaks for itself 5B) the advertised bra is a garment worn in a domestic setting/kitchen.
In the matching process we observed that "the consumer's personal name" from the source domain became "the commodity's brand name". Similarly, the human ability to speak was transformed into the metaphorical ability attributed to some inanimates to speak for themselves. Finally, the location of women in domestic settings/kitchens became the garment worn in domestic settings/ kitchens. At this stage we realised that some of the mappable features were more widely shared, obvious, and less ambiguous (i.e. 1b, 2b and 3b) than others that were more ambiguous, more idiosyncratic, and weakly implicated (i.e. 4b and 5b) and concluded that this was due to the distinction between strong and weak implicatures, as described by Sperber and Wilson. 11 It seems clear that in Plate 5 the advertiser intended to communicate a range of assumptions (here the features mapped from source onto target domain) and communication succeeded when the addressee recovered some of the correspondences within the range (1b, 2b and 3b). Yet the addressee was somehow also invited to recover the other mappings in the range (4b and 5b). Since we did not know the addressee of the metaphor, we could not be sure which of these projections, or which others, he/she would, to some extent, vary in deciding which features were to be projected and may come up with still others.
We concluded that this was an overt advertising gender metaphor as in it the producer's informative intention was clear (the commodity is to be perceived in terms of the attributes and behaviour of the consumer), but with some doses of weak communication since the addressee had to recover some weakly implicated assumptions and had difficulties in interpreting the correspondence or implicature of 5b, the most weakly implicated of all. It seems that an attitude, an emotional perspective, was built by it. We can assume that the advertiser wanted to convey a negative evaluation concerning women, as it helps to maintain a mistaken assumption regarding women's typical behaviour as related to domestic settings/kitchens, perhaps as kitchen slaves to men. Yet, and as it inferred by the slogan, women can overcome this sort of slavery if they wear the advertised bra to enhance their sexy appearance. Therefore we can see that the addressee had optimal relevance to 11. Metaphors rely for their effectiveness on both explicatures -explicitly communicated assumptions -and implicatures (Sperber and Wilson 1995: 182) . More specifically, "an explicature is a combination of linguistically encoded and contextually inferred conceptual features. The smaller the relative contribution of the contextual features, the more explicit the explicature will be, and inversely" (Sperber and Wilson 1995: 182) . Implicatures can be weak or strong. Weak implicatures are less widely shared, less immediate, ambiguous, perhaps more idiosyncratic, whereas strong implicatures are widely shared, immediate, reliable and less ambiguous (cf. Sperber and Wilson 1995: 193-202). guide his/her interpretation with regard to the strongly communicated implicatures but not in the case of the most weakly communicated ones. The processing effort involved in interpreting those is probably offset by the contextual effects produced by the use of a rather conventionalised, 12 explicit (and therefore "overt") picture of the attractive image of the model Adriana Karembeu who is scantily clad, has a strong sexual appeal and conforms to a very narrow standard of beauty. Apparently both men and women are drawn to attractive images of models (Messaris 1997) . Therefore the visual image of the picture, although not needed to understand the advert, acts as a reward to compensate for the addressee's effort in interpreting weakly communicated assumptions of the metaphor (cf. Velasco Sacristán 2005: 229-234).
Plate 6. Women are things
In the advert for "ES Magazine" (Plate 6), the image (two pictures of the supermodels Naomi Campbell and Kate Moss, the former wearing an unbuttoned dress and the latter naked wearing a hat) and the slogan "Beautiful things are happening at ES every Friday" seem to invite the reader to understand and perceive 12. As Crook (2004: 728) argues "the use of a sexual image is very much tied up with the nature of the product as something promoting or aiding physical beauty and/or attractiveness to others [...] "women" (supermodels) not in its literal sense but in terms of "things" (those events happening at ES every Friday) thus giving rise to the following cultural gender metaphor: "Women are things". In this metaphor the following features occurring in the source domain "things" could be mapped onto the target domain: 1a) things (events) are happening at ES every Friday 2a) things (events) are beautiful.
In the matching process, after foregrounding, adapting and modifying these features we get something like: 1b) women are portrayed at ES every Friday 2b) women portrayed at ES are beautiful/sexy women (supermodels).
In this matching process we observed that the events happening at ES every Friday became "women" and "beautiful events" from the second mapping became "beautiful/sexy women/supermodels" like the ones portrayed in the pictures: sexually attractive and again conforming to a very narrow standard of beauty. At this stage we realised that both mappable features were very weakly implicated, thus being very ambiguous and idiosyncratic. Consequently in Plate 6 the advertiser apparently intended to communicate something like the events portrayed in our ES magazine are of the same interest as the beauty/sexiness of the pictures portrayed in the magazine, thus suggesting that sexy women can be bought and enjoyed by consumers (most probably men) in the same way as the events reported. As all these assumptions seem to construct or defend a system of social relations in which women are characterised by denigratory stereotypical features (i.e. passive, powerless, valuable and desirable objects) whose role in society is to be purchased, used or consumed by men at this stage the interpretation will seem irrelevant to the addressee thus believing that the advertiser cannot have intended it. This seems to be weak evidence for the advertiser's informative intention as the sexist interpretation seems to be unrelated to the positive claims of the product and thus disregarded as a deliberate metaphor. This is a very clear example of an impositive asymmetrical metaphor in which the hearer is likely to refuse the imposition (cf. Goatly 1997: 129) .
We concluded that this was a covert advertising gender metaphor as in it the producer's informative intention was not mutually manifest, there was no optimal relevance and the interpreter used the visual cues as a reward to compensate his/ her processing effort in interpretation. In this case, as opposed to the metaphor in Plate 5, implicit reference was made to the image of the ad rather than an explicit one, thus acting as an input for further inferencing.
Regarding the number and percentage of advertising gender metaphors (i.e. cases of metaphorical gender, cultural gender metaphors and universal gender metaphors) in our sample we obtained the following data (Tables 1 and 2 Concerning the number and percentage of overt and covert communicated advertising gender metaphors in our sample we obtained the following figures (Tables 3 to 6 ). As we can observe, there is a considerable number of overt communicated advertising gender metaphors (63.01%) although the number of the covert communicated ones amounts to over a third of the total share of advertising gender metaphors (36.99%). At this point we can comment that in our sample the presence of covert advertising gender metaphors is high enough to prove that covertness is not a minor strategy used by advertisers. With regard to the different types of advertising gender metaphors our data seem to prove that covertness is preferred for the most universal type of gender metaphors whereas the more specific ones usually rely on weak overt communication, probably because advertisers prefer to use some kind of ostension with the specific types of metaphors in order to ensure clarity for guiding the audience interpretation while retaining a higher degree of responsibility, therefore greater control over the audience's interpretations. Moreover, universal gender metaphors, as we saw (see section 3), are based on bodily experiences that are apparently universal and it is relatively easy to excuse and explain its use for discrimination on the grounds of our universal preconceptual experience.
TYPE OF COMMUNICATED ADVERTISING GENDER METAPHORS NUMBER OF METAPHORS % METAPHORS
As we applied the three criteria established above for determining whether advertising gender metaphors were communicated overtly or covertly we realised first that weak implicatures tend to be more "covert" than strong implicatures, second that covert metaphors are usually irrelevant to the nature of the product, and that the stimuli used by overt communicated advertising gender metaphors are explicit, therefore more dependent on semantic decoding whereas the ones used in covert communicated gender metaphors are implicit, and therefore more dependent on pragmatic inferences.
Next, considering that the "conventional-innovative" scale of metaphors seemed to be a determining factor for "overtness" or "covertness" we decided to explore whether conventional metaphors (i.e. those that derive a narrow range of strong implicatures) were weakly overt communicated whereas innovative metaphors (i.e. those that derive a wide range of weak implicatures) were covertly communicated and we found a perfect match between conventional advertising gender metaphors and "overtness" (with a high degree of weak communication) and innovative advertising gender metaphors and "covertness" (see Tables 7 to 10 ). These data seem to prove that the wider the range of weakly communicated implicatures the greater the hearer's responsibility for constructing them, the more the poetic effect and the more creative the metaphor. Yet we realised that the most conventionalised metaphors used a narrow range of strongly communicated implicatures along with one or two weakly communicated assumptions, as in Plate 6, thus making it clear that they are mostly examples of weak overt communication. On the whole, advertising gender metaphors apparently make ample use of weak communication by means of both weakly overt communicated advertising gender metaphors and covertly communicated advertising gender metaphors.
TYPE OF ADVERTISING GENDER METAPHORS

NUMBER OF METAPHORS % METAPHORS
We then analysed the contribution of both overt-conventionalised advertising gender metaphors and covert-innovative advertising gender metaphors to the overall effect of the advert and discovered that:
(i) Overt-conventionalised advertising gender metaphors are hardly noticeable and therefore less likely to give rise to interactive interpretations since they are easily perceived as part of our mainstream culture, thus making them seem the natural way for us to structure our experience. They therefore enhance the credibility of the metaphor producer who retains a higher control over the audience's interpretations.
(ii) Overt-conventionalised advertising gender metaphors achieve high cognitive salience and memorability. As they are perceived as closer to our initial expectations, they aid processing, store and retrieval and are subsequently easier to remember. They are therefore good at engaging the audience thought processes. (iii) Overt-conventionalised advertising gender metaphors are effective in a cumulative way. As the reader does not see them as inconsistent with his or her initial expectations is not prompt to realign his/her expectations, thus achieving a long-lasting effect of conformity on the addressee. (iv) Overt-conventionalised advertising gender metaphors are usually related to the product and its positive claims as they normally refer to the nature of the product, for example as something promoting or aiding physical beauty and/or attractiveness to others (i.e. bras, etc.) or products of a sexual nature (i.e. condoms, etc.). (v) Overt-conventionalised advertising gender metaphors do not strengthen the emotional bond between the advertiser and the audience, thus cultivating a low level of intimacy. (vi) Covert-innovative advertising gender metaphors are good attentiongrabbing and interest-raising devices since they are usually entertaining and puzzling. (vii) Covert-innovative advertising gender metaphors are counterproductive in terms of salience and memorability. As they contradict our initial expectations, they do not aid processing, store and retrieval, thus subsequently making them difficult to remember. (viii) Covert-innovative advertising gender metaphors have a temporary impact as they only temporarily mask the informative intention of the advertiser, always supposing that the addressee has spotted the "camouflaged" assumptions in the first place. At some point the reader is sure to find the weakly implicated assumptions of the metaphors inconsistent in terms of his or her expectations accordingly, making him/her decide, perhaps at a subconscious level, that a non-asymmetrical interpretation would be more appropriate. At this point, providing the reader has persevered this far, the informative intention would be recognised (and therefore the communication intention would be fulfilled). (ix) Covert-innovative advertising gender metaphors are not normally related to the nature of the product. They contribute to the reward aspect of the advertisement. (x) Covert-innovative advertising gender metaphors strengthen the emotional bond between the advertiser and the audience thus cultivating intimacy.
Next, we have looked at the overt-conventionalised advertising gender metaphors and covert-innovative advertising gender metaphors to examine their discrimination against men and against women. The data of this study are shown on Tables 11 to 14. As can be seen overt-conventionalised advertising gender metaphors turned out to be more sexist than covert-innovative advertising gender metaphors, being this trend remarkably noticeable in those cases of specific advertising gender metaphors (i.e. cases of metaphorical gender and universal gender metaphors) that discriminate against women. This may be explained in terms of the different advantages that overt-communicated advertising gender metaphors offer to the overall effect of the advert. As we saw before, although overt conventionalised advertising gender metaphors are hardly noticeable and less likely to give rise to interactive interpretations on the part of the audience, they are perceived as a natural part of our mainstream culture, they also enhance the credibility of the metaphor producer, they achieve high cognitive salience and memorability and are effective in a cumulative way, thus having a long-lasting effect of conformity on the addressee. In sum, they work better than covert-innovated advertising gender metaphors at engaging and controlling the audience thought processing, steering their viewpoints in a certain direction.
TYPE OF COMMUNICATED ADVERTISING GENDER METAPHORS NUMBER OF METAPHORS % METAPHORS
Concerning the different types of advertising gender metaphors it appears, as we have just mentioned, that the more specific types of advertising gender metaphors, namely the cases of metaphorical gender and cultural gender metaphors are more overtly communicated when they introduce discrimination against women whereas covert communication is preferred when they discriminate against men, probably because, as we are arguing, there seems to be a continuum of cases of overt-conventionalised advertising gender metaphors and covert-innovative advertising gender metaphors. Most overt-conventionalised metaphors that discriminate against women today are likely to have started as covert-innovative advertising gender metaphors and then found successful in steering the thoughts of the audience in a certain direction, thus becoming conventionalised and, subsequently, overtly communicated. Both poles of the continuum seem to be but successive stages of a continuous process by which advertisers may perpetrate or break certain evaluation on gender relations. Hence advertising gender metaphors that discriminate against women are normally seen as part of our mainstream culture while discrimination against men is still puzzling and therefore yet covertly communicated.
As shown in Table 12 the cases of sexist covert-innovative cases of metaphorical gender that discriminate against men (16.67%) double those that discriminate against women (7.14%) whereas the percentages for discrimination against men (83.33%) and women (92.86%) are very similar in the case of overt-conventionalised cases of metaphorical gender. This can be explained by the fact that cases of metaphorical gender are very standardised and preferably overtly communicated perhaps because they are expected as part of the "commoditisation process" or "theory of metaphorical commodification" that typically impregnates the genre of advertising.
In Table 13 we can observe that the instances of covert-innovative universal gender metaphors that discriminate against women (66.67%) double those that are overt-conventionalised that discriminate against them (33.33%) whereas we find more similar percentages in the case of overt-conventionalised universal gender metaphors that discriminate against men (55.56%) and covert-innovative universal gender metaphors that discriminate against them (66.67%). The fact that covertness prevails in both cases seems to be justified by the very indirect nature of image schemas that underlie universal gender metaphors. As they go easily unnoticed they have to be used sparingly since a strong use would attract the audience attention and make the advertiser intention all too manifest.
As can be seen in Table 14 , and similarly to the cases of metaphorical gender, in our sample the percentages of overt-conventionalised cultural gender metaphors that discriminate against men (60.53%) are very similar to those that discriminate against women (72%). This seems to be justified in this case by the fact that the most sexist cultural gender metaphors that discriminate against men are rooted in traditional feminine stereotypes (i.e. beauty, attractiveness, emotion, etc.) that are now beginning to be applied to men. They apparently were already conventionalised in their use and seem to keep their naturalness when they are now applied to men. On the other hand, and also very similar to the cases of metaphorical gender in our sample, there are only 28% sexist innovative cultural gender metaphors that discriminate against women. This may be explained by the fact that traditional masculine stereotypes (i.e. power, strength, etc.) that underlie these metaphors have traditionally been considered positive, and this is still the case when they are now applied to women, except for a few ones (i.e. large sexual needs, etc.) that still seem to keep negative overtones when applied to women.
CONCLUSION
Covert communication along with weak overt communication has an important influence on the choice, specification and interpretation of advertising gender metaphors. Both types of weak communication allow the reader to hint at nonneutral assumptions of gender without being vulnerable to the accusation of strongly backing them. Therefore we argue for the idea that a satisfactory definition of covert communication would thus have to accommodate the fact that weak overt communication and covert communication are different clines of the overt-covert communicative continuum.
Yet, whilst it is essential to recognise the idea of the overt-covert communication continuum, it is equally important, from the point of view of theorising advertising and the discursive cognitive-pragmatic theorising of advertising metaphors and gender, to recognise the overall importance of covert communication. On the one hand, the use of covert communication in advertising corresponds to two concrete reasons: (1) to meet the first two criteria of the AIDA formula and (2) to improve social relations with the audience (Tanaka 1999: 62) . On the other hand, advertisers take advantage of covertness in some of their metaphors to communicate messages of particular sensitivity (i.e. sex, gender, snobbery, etc.) which they do not wish to do so openly, thus escaping any responsibility for doing so and avoiding the negative social relations emanating from the public. The audience also benefits from becoming more involved in the advert interpretation process.
Advertising gender metaphors are ideological metaphors in which the conceptual mapping(s) that is(are) projected from the source to the target domain may create and/or reflect some kind of discrimination against men or women. They have verbal, non-verbal or multimodal realisations in discourse and have the potential to give rise to sexist interpretations that are often covertly or weakly overtly communicated. In the discourse of English advertising there are three different types of gender metaphors: "cases of metaphorical gender", "universal gender metaphors" and "cultural gender metaphors". These types, rather than appearing in isolation in single ads, very often co-occur giving rise to a complex network of gender relations within numerous adverts.
Regarding "overtness-covertness" in advertising gender metaphors we have observed in our study of advertising gender metaphors in British Cosmopolitan that metaphor producers of advertising gender metaphors use a scale of overt and covert communicated gender metaphors to impose an asymmetrical gender value system on their audience. Covertness is preferred for the most universal type of advertising gender metaphor whereas the more specific ones usually rely on weak communication probably because weak ostension allows advertisers to ensure clarity for guiding the audience interpretation while retaining a higher degree of responsibility, therefore greater control over the audience's interpretations. In addition, we have found in our sample under study that the "conventionalinnovative scale of metaphors" is a determining factor for overtness or covertness as there is a perfect match between those advertising gender metaphors that are weakly overt communicated and conventional advertising gender metaphors and between those advertising gender metaphors that are covertly communicated and innovative advertising gender metaphors.
In terms of discrimination overtly-communicated conventionalised advertising gender metaphors turned out to be more sexist than covertly communicated innovative advertising gender metaphors, being this trend remarkably noticeable in those cases of specific advertising gender metaphors that discriminate against women. Apparently advertisers prefer weakly overt communication for the obvious advantages that this type of communication has for the overall advert. On the whole, weak overt communicated advertising gender metaphors work better than covert communicated advertising gender metaphors at engaging and controlling the audience thought. In addition, it may well be the case that those metaphors that are now communicated overtly had started as innovative ones, thus being covertly communicated and then found successful in changing the thoughts of the audience. Therefore both poles of the continuum would be but successive stages of a continuous process by which advertisers may perpetrate or break certain evaluations on gender relations.
Concerning the different types of advertising gender metaphors in our sample it appears that the more specific types of advertising gender metaphors, namely the cases of metaphorical gender and cultural gender metaphors are more overtly communicated when they introduce discrimination against women whereas covertness is preferred when they discriminate against men. This seems to prove that discrimination against women is still seen as part of our mainstream culture whereas discrimination against men is not yet so much conventionalised. The most universal type of advertising gender metaphors rely on covertness to discriminate against men or women due to the inherent "covert" nature of image schemas that sustain this type of metaphor.
In short, as our study has proved, weak overt communication allow the advertiser to "have his cake and eat it" (cf. Tanaka 1999: 58) when it comes to advertising gender metaphors that are sexist thus contributing to the view that weak overt communication plays a very important role in today advertising, as suggested by Crook and recent cognitive and social psychology and audience reception studies. Weak overtness seems indeed to be more insidious than covert communication to introduce discrimination, mostly against women, because it allows the metaphor producer to retain a higher level of control over the audience interpretation process while creating or maintaining a non-neutral gender value system. Covertness, on the other hand, is mostly used to discriminate against men, although this discrimination works mostly as an attention-grabbing and interestraising technique that has a temporary and short-lived effect. Time will say whether these now covertly communicated advertising gender metaphors that discriminate against men become conventionalised and thus part of our mainstream culture.
